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THE GIGANTIC DECEPTION：

THE GLOBAL THERMLIZED CRISIS HAD ALREADY BEEN KNOWN
TO THEM FROM TIME ANCIENT－
There is nothing accidental,but all is intentional in history(F.D.Roosevelt).
If it was trure,then what would the climate change crisis(CCC) be ?.
Now the time is attention on the economic growth in Asian nations,for which
white Erope-American opinon seems intending to put Asian responsibility of the
global warming(GTC).As for the responsibility,almost the accumulated GHG(green
house effect gas)had been caused by them(advanced nations),especially America is
the overwhelming worst nation.If you carefully surveyed various affairs
concering CCC history,you could find the many fatal deceptions.
The conclusion is extraordinaryly upside down that the world now has been in an
gigantic illusion caused by subtle,gigantic but fatal temptation callde material
prosperity due to maily caused and accelated by the competetive capitalism.
It is quite analogous to a sort of narcotism being paralyzed to self-ruin.

❶CAUTION at the INTORTODUCTION.
Telling fact is not unusuall to cause someone becoming hatred. Some case might
cause serious conflict between them,and also it is not rare that such case had
been a trapp for making excuse for evoking confilict-itself as their wish.
In the world,there is definitely a certain force who wish ever lasting struggles.
Even though being such dangerous possibility,author dare to say that desireable
outcome must be their correcting their affair-itself accused.
Since a deception(error and lie) shall absolutely causes certain kind of
catastorophe in order of system the concerned.
It entirely a logic theorem<CONTRADICTION and SYSTEM ORDER RUIN>.

❷The beggining was words for the definitions all deceptive.
<<In the acutal world,a contradiction is dominant emtirely in words>>.
⑴Do you have suspicion on the words such as enviroment,being friendly with
earth,ecology,global warming,etc,all of which sounds as if they were something
abstruct,softly,slow and mild.Though the acutallity is entirely upside down.
They would become awfully bitter before long if the status quo would be
prolonged."It would be evident when Arctic permafrost begin to thaw. Then the
process would release potentially catastrophic amount of methane in to the
atmosphere.And also they say it was "too soon to tell" if the increasing
signal an Aarctic thaw"<N.Y.Times,08/4/24>.Supplementary to tell,it has already
become fact that Arctic had begun to thaw,and methane is stronger GHG effect
(trpping and reflecting thermal radiation from and to earth) than that of CO2.
That is what they(IPCC scientist in Valencia '07/11/17) said abrupt and
irreversible disaster.
☞:The article does not reffer to the detail of methane emitting from Arctic.
To tell from as far as author knows about them,Arctic permafrost thawing
,at first,cause temperaturte growing of sea in positive feedback accelation,
then it evoke attemdant thawing of methan-hydrade in the seabed and in the
northern lands especially Syberia.That is,the distinction of polar bear
migiht become also an introduction to that of humanbeing in southern
districts. Actually to tell,east Africa had alredy encoutered such hell.
⑵The evil mass medea never release such serious warning to massive public.
Though author happened to cite above ⑴ from big mass media as NY.Times,
people in general never be known such news in dairy life by the media,as was
mentioned in the context of ⑴.After all,information dominates historical
process relating people,so they are to be the most acomplice.
⑶The especially notable facts warning the crisis.
Author consider them who revealed for the sake of humannkind.In anyhow,all of
⒜⒝⒞⒟ seems to be all religeous.
⒜The prophecies in the holly Bible⑴<the deatil shall be in the later>.
⒝The prophecies in Al,Quaran⑵<the deatil shall be in the later>.
⒞The Rome report<limit to the grwoth(1972)>.
⒟The Brazillian prophecy of Jucelino Nobrega da Luz⑶⑷.

⒠Swedenish Chemist Svante August Arrhenius had found CO2's GHG effects in 1896.
⒡Kenji Miyazawa fairy wrighter,Lotus sutra believer,and agricuture enginner
who had already known CO2's GHG effects even in 1932.Lotus sutra may be most
closely to Islamism teach in people's equality. Lotus sutra believer had
positive attitude for politics.Their ideology is devotion,though,one of the
believer Kanji Ishihara had been initiative leader on ivasion to China.
⒣Jamse Hansen,NASA scientit who testified the global warning at 1988 in
Congress of USA.
❸Themal irreversibility in physics the historical view.
⑴Newton dynamic equation is reversible by reversing accelating force on mass.
Then motion may become time reversal.
Though,a heat flows from high temperatue point to lower one.They never can be
spontaneously reversible by anyhow without external means(such as refregirator).
If it could,so called perpetual motor can be made by thermal method.
⑵Consequently,scientists had been suffered in finding cause of irreversibility.
The challengers on irreversibility were all cursed such as Boltzman of tragedy.
⑶Even in 20th century,they had made up incorrect theorem for irreversibility.
⑷After all,it was found to be lack of causality low.Imagine that you buy rail
way ticket by throwing two dise,one of which determin go(odd) & back(even),the
other determin stepping number of stations,you may notice it hard to get back
starting station.After all,microscopic world do move as so.
⑸Due to such affirs,the time evolutional equation for collective of molecules
had not acutually absent until 1988.And also they had concield my discovery of
genuine theory,when author had known actual aspects of international academy.
Thank to them,then author and his concerned had to encouter hell.Why so ?.
⑹That time had already come to point of beggining debate on global warming.
Author had substantially been enforced house arrest situation since then
by restriction on income and legal right so on.
⑺In this world,there are person who had known their future not by ordinary
science,but by extraodinary way(such religeous propehecy since ancient era).
They might be two groupe of angel and satan,each of them has been against with.
Retrospecting authors own carrier,both of them had invisibly infuluenced on
him to activate certain direction.Then such they seem not to necessarily be
only in this world.Ofcourse angel are the patron of humannkind,therefore,
it is you who opt angel or satan.

⑻Time and Energy(heat)<acutual aspect of their duality>.
For being day,night must also be,for justice,also evil,......,thus,this world is
constituted from affimative and negative, which is called duality.
Complete monotonous being is nothing,since humannbeing never recognize something
without its complementary being(duality).It can not be noncontradictional logic
of affirmative and negative.Hence nothing is contradiction which can be out of
logic restriction.It is simuletaneously the world of allmighty being.
Hereupon,people must know fast changing time of modern world which is entirely
due to the consuming huge energy by us humannkind.In the past world,anywhere
change was slow tempo due to small consumption of energy.This fact can be
expressed strictly in dual nature in dynamics(canonical conjugation of physical
variable "time and energy").Then it also proved that quick change need more
energy,stable slow change needs less energy by physics view point.
⑼The supreme final stage of energy is heat(thermal activation).
Energy transforms its appereance as kinetical,elctirical,atomical,chemical,..
,but they finally has become thermal one(heat).Then heat tend to call for
severely their equality as temperature distribution in space,as is analogous
for wage in man world.If equality had been broken down,there must be something
flow to establish equality.Thermal disturbance is seen in bottom of boiling
kettle.Inner side of boiling kettle is small actuall model of thermalized globe.
⑽Then note amount of man consumed energy itself is entirely no concerned,but
GHG emitting is to cause break down of in and out flow of gigantic sunshine
energy.It is quite analogous to break down of sewerage.Consequently,thermal
temperature itself and the local inequality on globe shall cause various flow
disasters such as typhoon,hurricane,flood,drought and sea level increasing.
⑾Then the shortage of foods,water,etc and housing shall attack our living basis.

❹The deep aspect of humanbeing and religeon as warning for people：
①The tale lost paradise of Aadm and Eva :
By God,Adam and Eva were given paradise where they could live without suffer
of labour,but they were ordered not eat apple(fruit making man wise).However
they had broken the promise by subtle snake tempting.Thus they were thrown
down from paradise to where they had to work to live with suffer of labour.
-The Holly Bible Old TestamentGod is allmighty being,but humanbeing is always incomplete.Even though,such
defect of incompleteness of humanbeing,they were to become arrogant by their
Intelligence accomplishing prosperity of civilization,

however such incomplete

intelligence were to cause their own fatal destiny at last.
Then who is the snake ?. It is Satan.
②The tale lost heaven of Satan :
God ordered angels to keeldown befor Adam,then all of them did so,
but,only Satan rejected.Then God asked Satan,why did not so?.Satan replied,
"I am higher than him,because you made me from fire,but he was made from clay".
Consequently,God angried and ordered him thrown down to earth from heaven.
Thanks to God,I had been in terrible maze,so I will revenge him by ambush
attacking on people who are in straight road to God from side of left,right,
front and behind.Thus they would lose thanks and beliefe on God.
-Al'Quaran chap 7,P204(interpreted in English by author) from Japanese edition
,by original translator Toshihiko-Izutsu,Iwanami bookstore,1957,TokyoThe feature of Satan may be his allowgance and hatred against people.
Note that his muttering on ambush attacking on people.It is contraversal for who
once had been in terrible maze.The acutual is not ambush,but chasing just like
as the big migration of German race(4~5th century) from north to south.Thus
Satan who against God is the being upside down.To tell for the evilconsipiracy
world just like as CIA⑸⑹⑺⑻⑼ ,they often become entirely upside down in order to
deceive people who has been clinged to orodinary common sense.An ordinary man is
too difficult to recognize affairs being upside down due to clinging to common
sense.Thus a deception is to realized as something upside down.Then also note
that acutual is sometime more curious than that in novels.

A1:What is becomeing rich?: The excess adaptation as vanity competition.
<<The true appearence of competitive capitalism the international>>.
In the following author is to make world commonsense upside down.Reader must
carefully analyze its reality.Then you shall notice own incomprehensibility.
To see is to belive,and people is likely to be awfully decieved by appearence.
Then,what is becoming rich ?,
⑴Tolstoy said that a happly home is similarly happy,but an unhappy home is
variously unhappy.It might be also say as similarity make people happy in
certain minimum condition to live.Hence unsimilarity make them unhappy.Then how
do we recognize unsimilarity ?,it may be caused partly from their appearence.
⑵If people became rich enough to live,then what would they do?.They tend to pay
much for their appearece(Look at way of king life,their dignity is due to.....)
⑶Once a person had become rich,what would they be?.Some satisfaction and
caution on their status.Some of them may beocome rather proudly,cold for
others with disdrain for poor and with caution of own decline(satanizatuion).
In a sense,world of rich become that of superficial vanitiy competition.
It can not be also deneyed that a discriminatory is partly due to appearence.
⑷The aim of economic growth is at first satisfy needs to live.That are securing
minimu necessary foods,housing,energy.If they had been accomplished,then what
would they seek?. Route of more and more luxuly goods producing and consuming.
Once having accomplished industry to live(food,energy,house),then what's to do?
They have to prolong & cling the route making extravagant goods by competition.
⑸It is the destiny of competitive capitalism the international.It also the
desitined way to evade people's hostility against the capitalists.
⒜Corporate(& beurocrat)monopolism growing with invisible fascism against people.
This had become the most seious problem in USA and Japan.
⒝Income gap and decadance growing in people by competition and by extravagancy.
⒞Income gap growing in nations by competition.
⒟Global hazardous Climate Change Crisis(CCC) growing against people's living
due to extravagant competition consuming huge energy with emitting GHG.CCC
causes the shortage of resident homeland,foods,water etc for living.
⒠Hatred among people grwowing due to above mentioned kernel factors which tend
to cause global conflicts among peoples unless option for something
co-operative route.

☞:satanization is the most serious political-phycological concept in political
and economical relation in society.Satan who refused keeldownning for Aadm by
God order and was thrown down to the earth is considered symbol being of
discriminatory with hatred against religeous people(lower class people).
⒜Actually and especially high stutus person has fear for their own decline due
to people's demand for equal distribution of wealth(democratization as
class struggle).Thus invisible dictatorship the hereditary in now world has
been conspiring to make people-themselves around them also majority of satan
by economical prosperity of capitalism by the competition accelation.
⒝Then total sum of wealth is always finte,therefore making certain class of
people more rich could not help to make simuletaneously more poor peopple in
own nation and foreign nations(zero sum low).
⒞Ruling by pulutocrat or money politics:
In order to win goverment in voting,a politician is used to need excess money
which might be secured not by ownself,but by someone spending money to get
favour of candidiate.Thus a pulutocrat nation takes election system which
enforce candidate to need much money which is sometime connected with so
called establishment class of the nation.The solution is proportional
representation system of competition only on policy of each party.
⒟As for the problem,answer is obvious that people's equality is universal,since
the refusing promptly make ugly struggle and might become hatred as a whole.
Then notice that give is doing of grown up and take is that of child.
A grown up is the being who accepts their decline.Then social wellfare is to
ensure livelihood of everybody.Such realization is possible due to sufficient
total productivity of the now world.

Summary❹:Becoming rich causes extragancy especially on their supeficial livelihood which causes their arrogance and caution on their stutus(class struggle).
Or sataniz ation(nobilitism with privilege,dictatorship) in mythical saying.
After all,the evil is to detroy the world unless change had realized by people.

A2:The mad phylosophy and their destiny:
⑴The mad phylosophy－G.W.F.Hoegel－:
⒜The world history is not a stage of happiness,but an era of peace is mere a
white page of humann history.Since such era without conflict is too tedious to
live.It is not suitable for hummanbeing⑽.
⒝Peopel and the nation is a being exploited by nobility the hereditary.
The above mentioned is written in relating with Skull & Bonds⑾.
⑵Military Expenditures in 2006 <http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0904504.html>
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As is seen,USA is prominently dominant.For what aim,is it so extremely
expensive?.It's for themselve called military industry the complex(MIC).Hence,
their needs is enemy,who was made up even by subtle conspiracy such as 9/11⑿⒀.
Thus,by both the phylosopy and the actuallity,you can recognize essence of the
evil＝their stubborn instinct of military capitalism the death merchant.
They are those who has been spreading unhappiness in the world.Without the
frank recognition⒄,you never can establish any normal sound society at all,
which was foretold by Eisenhower's warning on the MIC(1961).
⑶The Most Optimal Strategy:
None should make struggle for any aim by armed force,but by making democrat
majority such as movement by the reverend M.Gandi and Baptist minister
M.L.King Jr the principle of non-violence and insubordination.Thus they shall
be destined to self-ruin,since then they tend to eagerly make trapp by
violencial provocation,which shall induce their self ruin at last.
⑷The necessity of beurocrat democratization in police,judicial and military:
Monopolism is not only in coorporate activity,but also that in beurocrat.
Especially security and judicial authority become important.
⑸After all,judge on the game is to depend on monitoring on truethes by people.

A3:The decisive democrat victory by recognition on truthes:
⑴Nobilitism hereditary vs Democracy(as the most optimal strategey):
To accomplish maximum betterness of organization,the leader must be adopted
only by their ability with equal oppotunity,not by their status such as
hereditary.Then the leader had been to be grown up in majority of people.
Therefore the matrix of leader must be most important in politics.
⑵Evident fact is that people in general is the most major in a nation.Their
dominator is minor segment in a nation.Although,they has been under
circumstance of suppressions the invisible.The cause is ruling by deivide.
Goverment is dominated by the minor establishment in political privilege.
⒜situation people devided:

⒝situation people united:

dominator
coorporate
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citizen
devided
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⒜ represents situation people devided by tempting and threatening on their
selfishness which seek only own benefit and neglect care for others.
⒝ represents situation people united in co-operation with recognition of
strategy for optimiing total betterness with care for others.
⑶strategy for optimizing total betterness:
Method for optimizing certain values in certain restrictions
possibility of yeilding unique solution if the principle could be established.
The supremely simple examaple may be as follows.Total income S and equal wage=
w distribution for P persons are the supposed restriction,the optimized
solution is w＝S/P.In anyway,first of all is determining the principle for
optimizing as democracy by people.Then the work in following could become that
of econo-metricians. That is,political phylosophy is work for people,the
computable answer is that of speciallist in coorporate and administration.
Then politics becomes competition on policy of principle for optimizing.

A4:Warning for mass deception method:
It is not that people do not know facts,but that they know rather well of them,
still they accomplish nothing remarkable good results.
Even though they live in the situation becoming worse,they do nothing,Why not?.
⑴Then "feeling too much difficulty" make people tend not to do anything ！.
⑵"Feeling too much that most of others do also nothing" make people tend

not to do anything ！.
⑶Therefore, above all,answer for how to make them "ease" is necessary.
❶Low of game:There would be nothing defeat even in onehundred battle,
if we had accomplished to know "enemy and ownself"...Sun tzu.
⑴{Rock, paper, scissors} is wellknown game and has all of the features of game.
To win or defeat is entirely depends on probababilical selcting tactics.If one
could estimate better probability of enemie's tactics,win become more possible.
Therefore reducing loss of information is decisive.Thus we must endeavor to
survey informations on enemy and ownself thoroughly.Enemy also do so !.
⑵Estimating enemy's response:<All is changing as time goes on>
Executing our tactics never fail to cause enemy's response,which might be
harmful.Thus sequential estimating on progress in struggle is necessary.
Above all,to guess enemy's mind thoroughly is also extremly important.
⑶Fail is frequently due to wrong estimation for ownself:
⑷People can be grown to be tough by trainnings.
❷How to make large scale deception against people<the general principles>.
⑴Making upside down in commonsense.
"In conspiracycal world,everything becomes upside down"....Allen Daress.
☞:caution that upside down of upside down is not upside down.
⑵"Feeling too much difficulty" make people tend not to do anything ！.
⒜Therefore,they do make extraordinary abnormal happening in order to make
people' mind confusional and desperate such as 9/11. In other words,
It's enemy's very wish,and is being catched in their trap.
⒝Desensitizing treatment method:
At first,information is to be leaked to minor people,who becomes state
mentioned in ⒜.This situation is gradually to propagate,which makes the
situation ⑶.This is callled desensitizing treatment in allergy ill.

⑶"Feeling too much that most of others do also nothing" make people tend

not to do anything ！?.
⒜People generally tend to be infulenced or to accord with movements of the
major around them without veryfing truthes.Though,they are gradually to
recogonize whole truthes.
⒝Then without mass-media propaganda,they are rather in difficult to recognize
how many know so as a whole.Thus you know the actual role of mass media now.
☞:Today,people are to have many same informations simuletaneously by mass media.
It is so to say gigantic common recognitions on the world,which activate them
and society.Thus people's relying on mass media might make them their
marionets.What in the world,who pay their incomes！。
☞:Therefore, above all,answer for how to make them "ease" is necessary.
⒞Devide and rule people is their basic strategy,so people never be alone.
Above all,to make reliable friends as many as possible is the best.
Trusting friends is more precious than guarding ownself against betray.
⒟Similar discussion could be seen in this site(COMMON DREAM).
⑷Enemy will attack on our weakpoints thoroughly.
☞:Everyone has own peculiar weakpoints,so self-recognition is necessary.
egocentric,money,sex,health,benefitial & powered position in soceity,
vanity,fame,jealousy,hatered,ignorance,secret,fear,anger,grief,drink & drug,
poor,rich,ideolgy fighting,anything competetive,anything heavy in mind has
danger for being utilized in conspiracy when it is known to enemy.
☞:Why such as this report is allowable to disclose ?,since there is nothing for
them to take in from this report.They are evil specialists on these problems.
In general,it is people who are not familiar with these problems.
⑸Example analysis<The problem of independence movement of Tibet from Chaina>.
Now the independence movement of Tibet from Chaina is activated at every
nations in the world by foreiner Tibetians.A cause is reasoable hostility
against Chainese monopoly in commerce,politics,culture in Tinbet.Another may be
bashing on upstart force as China by the established western world powers.
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